Norton 360

Benefits
Norton 360 will help you to deliver the best protection to your customers and:
Keep their computer, their identity and their stuff safe with powerful, easy-to-use threat
protection





Seamlessly combines our protection technology and automated backup into one easyto-use solution for PCs.
Norton protection technology is proven to deliver effective protection from online
threats.
Five different layers of smart protection proactively detect and eliminate threats
before they reach your clients’ computer.
Identifies and stops new threats fast.

Enable them to browse, shop, bank and socialise online without worry, annoying
slowdowns or disruptions





With more than 20 intelligent sensors and superior performance, Norton 360 protects
your customers and keeps their PC running fast.
Scans email and instant messages for viruses, suspicious links, infected attachments
and other dangers before your clients open them.
Identifies safe websites, proactively blocks unsafe sites and stops online threats before
their browser even loads.
Secures and remembers user names and passwords to prevent cybercriminals from
hacking into PCs and swiping information.

Help protect your customers’ kids from Internet dangers with Norton Online Family




Parental Controls Management lets them easily connect to Norton Online Family right
from within the Norton Control Center.
Lets them know what their kids are up to online by tracking which websites they visit,
and allows your customers to block inappropriate sites.
Keeps an eye on their kids’ social network activities and who they’re chatting with
online, so your clients can spot potential dangers.

Protect their photos, music, videos and other important stuff from loss with automatic
backup





Improved technology makes backing up their stuff easy.
Automatically backs up and encrypts their important files, so they can get them back
in case of a hard drive crash, natural disaster or other mishap.
Safeguards their important stuff either online to our state-of-the-art data centers or to
one of their external storage devices.
Includes 2 GB of secured online storage – enough to store hundreds of photos or
songs.



Online access lets your customers easily share photos, videos and other files with
family and friends—whether they use a PC or Mac®—by simply emailing them a
link.

Keep your customers’ PC running fast








Fine-tunes their PC settings to keep it running at top speed.
Frees up memory so applications start up and run faster.
Removes unnecessary files to improve their computer’s performance.
Cloud-based Norton Management puts you in complete control and simplifies
protecting your various devices.
Lets you fix, update, renew, and install Norton AntiVirus on additional PCs over the
Internet with a few simple clicks.
Brings together your other Norton protection products in one convenient place.
Always Up-To-Date Product Version: Norton automatically sends you important
product and feature updates throughout the year. The latest version installs without
you needing to do anything.

Overview
Helping your customers’ to protect the Stuff that matters.

You want to know that when you sell something to your customers it is the right product,
won’t let them down and they will come back to buy more! With more than 150 million
customers worldwide and enough awards to fill a room you can be confident that Norton 360
delivers what you and your customers need.
The new Norton 360 installs in less than a minute, doesn’t slow your customer down, has 5
layers of powerful protection, stopping threats before they get anywhere near your customers
precious Stuff. It provides a safe environment to shop, bank and socialise online, keeping
personal information hidden from cybercriminals. And for people with children it will track
where they go and who they talk with online and automatically block inappropriate
websites.
If that isn’t enough, Norton 360 includes secured online backup and performance tools to
keep their PC running like new.
Stock up today on N360 the perfect combination of a trusted brand and powerful easy
to use protection for all your customers Stuff.
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